
OPENERS FOR COMPARE AND CONTRAST ESSAYS FOR FREE

The article contains a list of the sample compare and contrast essay topics. . If you would like to obtain a free example,
there is no better place to search for it.

Strict enforces high standards for her students' written work. It's a lot like a grapefruit. This essay will discuss
the history of fractions. You might even say it's a town "for the birds! The process starts with brainstorming
and deep research to find a broad array of things that the topics have in common and traits of difference. In
fact, all of the top four listed above should still work without needing to use "I" or "you," except option 1
asking the reader a question. While it is impossible to know exactly what a day in the life of Queen Cleopatra
would really have been like, historians and archaeologists can offer many useful clues through the study of
ancient artifacts and writings. Join me in this essay where I will describe what it's like to be at my house on
Christmas morning. Starting your essay out with shocking or astounding facts or statistics can help to make an
impression and inspire your reader's curiosity to learn more. She followed the scent of something small and
furry, hopeful of catching her next meal. What matters to the offered argument? There are much more
interesting ways to lead into your topic. There is no right way to go about organizing your paper, it is up to
your own discretion. Synthesize the thesis statement with the information provided in the body. The
conclusion seals the comparison essay and tries to close the issue. Working on Compare and Contrast Essay
Conclusion A writer has the introduction and body paragraphs, and it is time to develop an impressive
conclusion. For comparison: Like, compared to, similar to, similarly, by analogy, likewise, in the same way, as
well, both, too For contrast: Unlike, conversely, on the other hand, however, nevertheless, still, although,
while, but, even though, although, despite, yet, regardless, on the one hand â€¦ one the other hand Conclusion
The conclusion of a comparison essay is just as important as the introduction. There are some common and
annoying mistakes which may significantly harm your grade. Would you tell a teacher and miss some of your
next class in order to borrow clothes? Photo taken by hanzabean Good "Attention Getters" Are Vital for
Essays An "attention getter," also known as an "attention grabber," "hook," or "hook sentence," refers to the
first sentences of an essay and is always found in the introductory paragraph. Guide the reader through a
personal anecdote, an account of something that happened to someone else, or a fictionalized account of an
event you intend to talk about in your essay. A good attention getter will invoke your reader's curiosity and
pique their interest in the rest of the essay.


